
The SDG Game

One day, that question will be put to you by at least one of your grandchildren. How will you 
leave the world for them?  

Well, the days that every company chases profits in a "Wolf of Wall Street"-like mode 
without considering the consequences, those days are changing. However, it is not always 
easy to see how your organisation can make a real contribution to the world. This is why the 
United Nations created the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). With the SDG game, you 
learn to use these goals as a brainstorming tool. A handy guide to generate solutions that will 
literally improve the world. Even if it is only a small contribution. After three hours of 
playing, you will not only be familiar with the various SDGs, but you will also be brimming 
with inspiration to use your work to make the world a better place for your grandchildren. 
By the end of the day, you will have come up with an action plan to start changing the world 
for the better. 

“Actually… what did you do at the time?” 
- your (future) grandchild



 

We strive to be innovative, client focused, transparent & ethical  

We want to contribute to a bright and sustainable future for all our customers by supporting their financial growth and advising clients according to the highest ethical standards

Many employees, large budget, large network  

Financial experts, Legal experts, IT developers & Lobby experience 

Brand New Plans Bank

MAIN ACTIVITY

STRENGTHS

VALUES

VISION

SDG BUDGET

Location
HQ in City Centre

B2C & B2B banking, financial and insurance services

PROFILES / EXPERTISE

# Employees Yearly revenue

BRAND NEWPLANS

4 billion12.000

We strive to be fast, client focused, healthy & sustainable  

We want busy families to live and enjoy a healthy lifestyle in an easy way

Logistic capacity, strong customer service, large network of farmers and food providers  

Food & health experts, Marketing experts, Creative cooks 

Hello Pêche food delivery

MAIN ACTIVITY

STRENGTHS

VALUES

VISION

SDG BUDGET

Location
HQ in indusrty park

We deliver fresh, healthy and ready-to-cook food boxes to our members

PROFILES / EXPERTISE

# Employees Yearly revenue
350K44

We strive to be personal, trendy, relaxing & creative 

We want our customers to look at their best in their own way

Creativity, empathic and know how to give people confidenceExpertise in cutting hair and how to make people look at their best 

Hairy Harry Hairdressers

MAIN ACTIVITY

STRENGTHS

VALUES

VISION

SDG BUDGET

Location
Village

Haircuts, shaving, coloring, wellness treatments & makeovers

PROFILES / EXPERTISE

# Employees
Yearly revenue60K

8

HairyHarry
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Eradicate extreme poverty for all people everywhere, 
currently measured as people living on less than $1.25 a 
day.

Reduce by half the men, women and children living in 
poverty according to national definitions.

Implement social protection systems and measures for 
all and achieve coverage of the poor and the vulnerable.

Ensure that all have equal rights to economic resources 
and access to basic services.

Build the resilience of the poor and those in vulnerable 
situations and reduce their exposure to disasters.

Provide adequate and predictable means for developing 
countries to implement programmes and policies to end 
poverty.

Create sound policy frameworks to support accelerated 
investment in poverty eradication actions

By 2030

SDG’s as a source of inspiration and ideas

The SDG Game as the easiest, quickest and most enjoyable way to reach your goals 
 


“SDG’s are a ‘far-from-my-bed-show*, no idea how to get started” 

“We’ve worked on the SDG’s but got completely overwhelmed by the theoretical framework” 

“I know the SDG’s are important, but -honestly- I don’t need another lecture of doom” 

(*yes, that is untranslatable Dutch for 'I don't feel it, I don't care' as an attitude)


Sounds familiar? 

We hear you! 
Over the years we at The Forge have encountered numerous CEO’s, team leaders, volunteers 
at ngo’s,… with a heart for sustainable development, but a lack of inspiration. That is precisely 
why we developed our SDG game. 

Use our SDG card set, inspiration cards and company profiles to quickly come up with 
innovative ideas based on the SDGs. You will not only learn to apply this brainstorming 
method to different types of companies, you will also reflect on how you can apply this to 
your own organisation. You pitch the new ideas that you come up with with your team to a 
jury of (future) grandchildren. If your team can collect the most acknowledgement from the 
grandchildren, your team wins a nice surprise. The SDG game is not only the ideal way for 
your colleagues to get to know the SDGs, but also to discover how they can use them to 
stimulate their creativity and come up with new ideas that will help save the world.



Contact: Geert De Wael + 32 (0) 497 47 50 32  or Geert.De.Wael@theforge.be. 
The Forge VOF  
Leegheid 7, 2800 Mechelen, Belgium 
VAT/BTW 0505.791.157 

Why the SDG Game? Why not something else to work on those SDG’s? 

The SDG Game is 
• Quick: Rome wasn’t built in a day, but your action plan is! 
• Fun: gamification to eliminate any thresholds in your team 
• Science based: behavioral science is the back bone of anything we do 
• Adaptable to multiple sorts of teams, organizations and companies: What you need, 

how you need it 

In depth without an overwhelming theoretical framework: no need to prepare hours in 
advance, The SDG Game provides you with a ready, set, go-structure to keep everyone 
interested. 

Honestly, we don’t know any keynote, lecture, workshop or game that allows you to put the 
SDG’s into action like this. That’s why we made it ourselves. 

Let’s get practical! 

Duration:  
 SDG-day: 1 day (including development of a SDG action plan + Certificate/
participant + customised SDG Action plan ) 

  + 2975€  (2075€ for SME’s and public services) 

 SDG Game: with reflection exercise up to:  3h 
  +1975€ (1375€ for SME’s and public services) 

Number of participants: From 8 to 20 participants 

Language available: English, French & Dutch 

Play mode: Online or offline with our facilitators   

Do you wish to become an SDG Trainer yourself? 
We would love to teach you all the tricks of the trade during one of our Train the Trainer-
session. 

Next session on December 15. 

Contact us for more information about this program at info@theforge.be 

mailto:Geert.De.Wael@theforge.be

